At SPOT-HOGG our goal has always been to provide archers with not just the highest of quality products, but with products that will help archers be more successful and have an overall more enjoyable experience. It has been our mission to help archers understand what to expect from their equipment and how to get the most out of it. What began as an idea to create a better release aid in 1987 has turned into over two decades of archery ingenuity. We’ve come a long way since the days of assembling product on the kitchen table. SPOT-HOGG is now producing products for thousands of archers across the world, putting meat in the freezer, animals in record books, and hundreds of top finishes in the competitive world. With results like these, it’s no wonder why the best hunters and target archers in the world choose SPOT-HOGG, the World’s Toughest Archery Products.
NEW! MRT PIN GUARD

Introducing the newly redesigned multi-pin guard featuring the Multi-Ring Technology (MRT). The MRT housing is available now in 3 or 5 pin configurations with a 2-pin option coming soon. A 3 and 5 pin versions come with two multi-ring options, a small and large, as well as one single ring. This increased versatility requires proper peep to sight alignment with minimalist. The multi-ring options provide the archer with a much higher level of accuracy in varying lighting situations by always giving the archer a bright visible ring to align their peep to. Further upgrades include a larger, more visible level, better protected fiber optics, and an improved sighting cavity. The new guard allows the archer to be more precisely centered and protects unwanted light from escaping.

FEATURES:
- NEW! MRT Multi-Ring Technology
- Fits all 2017 Spot-Hogg sights
- One size housing with interchangeable alignment rings for better peep to sight fit
- Larger, more visible level
- Better protected fiber optics
- Larger peep - no need for adapters
- Multi-Rings normal shooting time
- Precision-installed level
- Bullet Proof Pins Completely Conceal and Protect the Fiber
- Vertical Aiming Wire for Faster Alignment
- Individually Micro-Adjustable Pins
- New and Improved Light Gathering
- 7 Pin Option Coming Soon

For 2017 SPOT-HOGG has included Multi-Ring Technology on all of our Multi-Pin sights. MRT provides superior peep to sight alignment in all lighting conditions. With MRT, the archer can be more precisely centered and protected from unwanted light. With MRT, the archer will see another ring and will be able to more precisely center their housing. Improved performance of the sight within the peep will shrink group sizes and increase consistency.

MRT PIN GUARD AVAILABLE ON ALL SPOT-HOGG SIGHTS
THE HOGG FATHER

CAMERON HANES
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THE HOGG FA THER

Finally you can enjoy rugged Spot-Hogg dependability in a freestyle sight. With our HRD technology (Hardened Rail Design) there is no slop, buzz, or babying this sight. With all the adjustability and accuracy capabilities that Spot-Hogg is known for, this sight is one tight sight.

FEATURES:
- Quick Release Knob
- Detachable Dovetail Bar
- Micro Adjustable 2nd & 3rd Axes
- Change Horizontal & Vertical Adjustments
- No Tool Micro-Adjust Micrometer & Elevation
- HRD Technology, No Bushings, No Slop, No Buzz
- Spreads Out Sight Marks
- Large Easy To Use Yardage Knob
- Removable Racks For Transferring
- Precise Linear Engrgrsment
- Universal Square Rod
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Sigt Scale Compatible with Archery Programs

TOMMY HOGG

New for 2017 the Hogg-It features the NEW! HRD Pin Guard and a tighter, larger sight bar. This feature packed sight incorporates all Spot-Hogg has to offer in the most complete, micro-adjustable hard pin sight on the market. The Hogg-It sight is the #1 choice of pin shooters worldwide.

FEATURES:
- New HRD Pin Guard (SEE PAGE 4)
- No Clamp Gang Micro-Adjustments
- Lightest Fixed Pin Sight in our Lineup
- Simple, Durable Gang Adjustments
- Rugged Compact Design
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction

Grinder

The Grinder was built with the hard working, hard hunting, hill busting hunter in mind. Solid built from the ground up, this sight was designed as a set it and forget it, no frills, hunting sight. If you are looking for a compact, easy to adjust, fixed pin sight, capable of withstanding even the most rigorous of hunts, day in and day out, year after year, look no further.

FEATURES:
- New HRD Pin Guard (SEE PAGE 4)
- Quick Release Hogg Knob
- No Clamp Gang Micro-Adjustments
- 6.5” Dovetail Bow Mount
- Micro Adjustable 2nd & 3rd Axes
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction

NEW! GRINDER

NEW! HOGG IT PIN GUARD

If you like the adjustability of the Hogg-It but prefer to have your hunting sight hard mounted to your bow, then this is the sight for you. We’ve replaced the dovetail mounting system with a hard guide hard mount.

FEATURES:
- New HRD Pin Guard (SEE PAGE 4)
- No Clamp Gang Micro-Adjustments
- Removable Rack For Traveling
- Precision Laser Engraved Sight Scale & Knobs
- Large Easy To Use Yardage Knob
- Removable Racks For Transferring
- Precise Linear Engrgrsment
- Universal Square Rod
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Sight Scale Compatible with Archery Programs

HOGG MOBB SIGHTS

CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR STYLE AND CHOICE

SIGHT TAPES ARE NOW INCLUDED!
The FAST EDDIE XL is our latest addition to the Hogg Mobb series. Built off last year’s widely popular FAST EDDIE, the FAST EDDIE XL features a newly designed 6 inch dovetail bar and bow mount. Special attention was given to the bar design to maximize strength and minimize weight. The FAST EDDIE XL is easy to remove and reassemble with durability and precision in mind. Whether you are heading to the woods or hitting the tournament trail, the FAST EDDIE XL is up to the challenge.

**NEW FOR 2017!**

- **New MRT Pin Guard**
- **New Improved Yardage Dial**
- **New Single Alignment Ring**
- **Removable Scopes**

**FAST EDDIE XL FEATURES:**

- Available in New MRT Pin Guard
- Options: Pin in Double Pin Socket
- NEW EDDIE: Light Weight Magnesium Mount
- FAST EDDIE XL: Light Weight 6” dovetail sight bar with quick release bow mount
- Micro Adjustable 2nd & 3rd Axis
- Coarse Horizontal & Vertical Adjustments
- Silent, Quick Release Lock for Yardage Knob
- HRD Technology, No Bushings, No Slop, No Buzz
- Spreads Out Sight Marks
- Large Easy To Use Yardage Knob
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- New MRT Pin Guard

**NEW DOUBLE PIN POINTERS:**

- Included on all Fast Eddie & Fast Eddie XL Double Pin equipped sights
- New Double Pin Pointer technology, giving you the yardage to both aiming fibers no matter the dial setting.
- New Single Pin Pointer:
- Included on all Fast Eddie & Fast Eddie XL Single Pin & MRT Pin Guard equipped sights

**NEW MRT PIN GUARD**

Light, quiet and easy to use. The FAST EDDIE was designed with the hunter in mind. With sleek, click free package adjustments, a sleek and trim bow, and both Single and Double Pin options, the FAST EDDIE is sure to satisfy the needs of today’s hardcore hunter.

**NEW IMPROVED YARDAGE DIAL**

The new MRT Pin Guard has been designed with the hunter in mind. With a sleek and trim dial, and a more visible yardage knob, the FAST EDDIE is up to the challenge.

**NEW SINGLE ALIGNMENT RING**

- Features: Single Vertical BulletProof Pin
- Dual fixed fiber optic aiming points.
- .010, .019, and .029 fibers optics available
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Lens Ready

**NEW DOUBLE PIN**

- Options: Single or Triple Alignment Rings
- 1-5/8” I.D 2” O.D. (Single Alignment Ring)
- 1-5/8” I.D 2-3/8” O.D. (Triple Alignment Ring)

**NEW SIGHT TAPES ARE NOW INCLUDED!**

**CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR STYLE AND CHOICE**

- Options: Single, Double, and Triple Tapes
- Choose from a variety of colors and styles

**DOUBLE PIN**

The DOUBLE PIN scope height, BulletProof pin technology found in our multi-pin sights and incorporated it into a single vertical pin with dual fiber optic aiming points. The DOUBLE PIN is lens and light ready without any additional adapters. It also comes with the option of either a single alignment ring or a triple alignment ring for those archers looking for better accuracy in varying lighting situations. Mounted on a 10-32 threaded rod, it will fit all of the Hogg Mobb adjustable sights.
# COMPARISON SIGHT CHART

**WORLD’S TOUGHEST ARCHERY PRODUCTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>HOGG FATHER</th>
<th>TOMMY HOGG</th>
<th>HOGG IT</th>
<th>HUNTER</th>
<th>NEW! GRINDER</th>
<th>FAST EDDIE</th>
<th>FAST EDDIE XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wrapped Optics</strong></td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threads</strong></td>
<td>.010, .019, .029</td>
<td>.010, .019, .029</td>
<td>.010, .019, .029</td>
<td>.010, .019, .029</td>
<td>.010, .019, .029</td>
<td>.010, .019, .029</td>
<td>.010, .019, .029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pins</strong></td>
<td>Single, Double, 3, 5</td>
<td>Single, Double, 3, 5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Single, Double, 3, 5</td>
<td>Single, Double, 3, 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guard</strong></td>
<td>Scope, Single Up Pin, Double Up Pin, &amp; NEW! MRT Pin Guard</td>
<td>Scope, Single Up Pin, Double Up Pin, &amp; NEW! MRT Pin Guard</td>
<td>NEW! MRT Pin Guard</td>
<td>NEW! MRT Pin Guard</td>
<td>NEW! MRT Pin Guard</td>
<td>NEW! MRT Pin Guard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision Level</strong></td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision Wire</strong></td>
<td>Multi Pin Only</td>
<td>Multi Pin Only</td>
<td>Multi Pin Only</td>
<td>Multi Pin Only</td>
<td>Multi Pin Only</td>
<td>Multi Pin Only</td>
<td>Multi Pin Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2nd &amp; 3rd Micro</strong></td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material</strong></td>
<td>6061 Aluminum</td>
<td>6061 Aluminum</td>
<td>6061 Aluminum</td>
<td>6061 Aluminum</td>
<td>6061 Aluminum</td>
<td>6061 Aluminum</td>
<td>6061 Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td>14.8 Oz</td>
<td>11.5 Oz</td>
<td>10.5 Oz</td>
<td>8.5 Oz</td>
<td>7.0 Oz</td>
<td>9.0 Oz</td>
<td>7.0 Oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td>9 Inches</td>
<td>6.625 Inches</td>
<td>6 Inches</td>
<td>6 Inches</td>
<td>5 Inches</td>
<td>6.625 Inches</td>
<td>9 Inches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 7 Pin MRT - Coming Soon! For technical support or general questions Contact: 1-888-302-7768 or e-mail: info@spot-hogg.com
NEW! EDGE SWAP

The SWAP is the FIRST micro-adjustable target arrow rest to include a quick detach feature. Utilizing all of the features you loved about the Edge and Infinity, The SWAP technology gives you the ability to insert, turn, remove, and re-attach the rest of your mounting hardware without tools.

Being able to remove the rest, or easily swap between different bodies provides a number of highly favorable opportunities that, until now, have been impossible. While impossible to list all of its applications, the list below offers a quick view at some of the truly revolutionary opportunities the SWAP provides.

SAFER TRAVEL – The SWAP can be easily removed and stored in the included hard case.

DIFFERENT ARROWS OUT OF SAME BOW – Once the bar is installed you can swap between different Edge/infinity bodies, each set up and tuned for a specific arrow size.

EXPERIMENT WITH DIFFERENT TUNING – After installing and tuning one Edge/infinity body, remove it and replace with another body to experiment with different setups. You can now experiment with blade angles/thicknesses, rest locations, and arrow configurations, without ever losing that original tune.

PIECE OF MIND – Blades break, they wear down, get knicked over, people fall down. Turn your Edge/infinity bodies identical and always have a backup that can be easily swapped in, eliminating any down time or missed targets.

LONG & SHORT ARM OPTION AVAILABLE

THE EDGE

It’s always a wonder to us why people put so little emphasis on real micro-adjustability, when the arrow rest is one of the most critical components to accurate shooting. To start, the Edge features a no-clamp vertical and horizontal micro-adjustable mounting unit adjustment, with a single screw. Fine-tuned an arrangement to perfection is a micro-adjustable blade angle, a simple turn of a click screw and you can click your blade angle to the ultimate position. To further aid accuracy and repeatability, the Edge is able to be locked down to guarantee zero bearing or bushing play. To ensure repeatability, it also offers a self-centering blade design, designed to make Blade replacement easy and exact. Each piece of the Edge is designed to promote a high level of accuracy and ensure that your arrows will land the spot with scary consistency.

Want a step up on your competition? Get the Edge!

The Edge is the “Top of The Line” micro-adjustable arrow rest. With its no-clamping micro-adjustable windage and elevation, ease of use and precision adjustability, this rest is in a class by itself. The Infinity accuracy, durability, and dependability have made it the top choice for serious archers worldwide.

New! INFINITY SWAP

The Infinity is the “Top of The Line” micro-adjustable arrow rest. With its no-clamping micro-adjustable windage and elevation, ease of use and precision adjustability, this rest is in a class by itself. The Infinity accuracy, durability, and dependability have made it the top choice for serious archers worldwide.

NEW! INFINITY

The Infinity is the “Top of The Line” micro-adjustable arrow rest. With its no-clamping micro-adjustable windage and elevation, ease of use and precision adjustability, this rest is in a class by itself. The Infinity accuracy, durability, and dependability have made it the top choice for serious archers worldwide.

PREMIER

When the PREMIER debuted, it revolutionized the arrow rest market with micro-adjustable windage and elevation. Adjustable spring tension and infinite launcher angle adjustability, the PREMIER offers everything an archer could ask for. Now almost two decades later, this rest has withstand the test of time and is still the number one choice of target archers and hunters alike.

Www.SpotHogg.com
**NEW! KEETON**

The unique design of the KEETON release seamlessly blends two styles of releases into one. A wrist strap, index trigger style at heart, the integrated grip allows the archer to draw and shoot using more than just the shoulder to handle the weight. When the release length is adjusted properly, the archer can distribute the weight evenly between the grip, wrist, arm and shoulder. At full draw the grip pivots, quickly aligning the finger with the trigger. Decreased fatigue and better stability provide better accuracy and more enjoyable shooting.

**FEATURES**
- Pull more pounds
- Hold at full draw longer
- Longer shooting sessions
- Hold steadier
- Prevent injuries
- Helps archers with pre-existing injuries shoot again.

**SHOOT EASIER, SHOOT MORE ACCURATE, SHOOT A KEETON!**

---

**THE WISEGUY**

Increase your speed and accuracy when you strap on the Spot-Hogg WISEGUY™ wrist release. Built specifically for hardcore hunters who have asked for a wrist strap style release but with the same quality and accuracy as the target releases.

The WISEGUY™ incorporates the lightest trigger of any hunting release ever coupled with specific features such as, micro-adjustable length, fail safe trigger with go trigger towel, rigid body for comfort and speed, and a quick loading jaw that creates a torque free release when using a D-Loop.

The WISEGUY™ is destined to send your old release to the bow box for an extended time out.

**FEATURES**
- Light, adjustable trigger with zero travel
- Self reloading hook
- Forward trigger design for maximum draw length and speed
- Adjustable length
- Open jaw for ultra-fast D-Loop hook-up
**THE WHIPPER SNAPPER**

Use all Spot Hogg products and the WHIPPER SNAPPER together. Unique, contoured jaws (x2) were designed to generate consistency during long shooting sessions and throughout every segment of the shot sequence. With its innovative design, the WHIPPER SNAPPER almost zips-up your hand during the draw and is not felt during shooting. Ideal for removable and consistent shots.

Built with both proprietary materials and design, the WHIPPER SNAPPER firing mechanism provides an exceptional crisp trigger break that is one of the best in the industry. With single screw adjustability for both settings, the WHIPPER SNAPPER’s firing mechanism provides an extremely crisp trigger break that is one of the fastest in the industry. Once set, it stays set until you change it. The trigger setting does not change. Our unique trigger design lets you modify your form. The best feature of this release is that you do not have to sacrifice safety for a fast trigger. The WHIPPER SNAPPER offers something that is missing on every release.

**FEATURES**

- Wrist strap accessible
- Available in open jaw or closed jaw
- Settings won’t change or wear just set it and forget it
- Auto reload feature
- Ergonomically designed for maximum comfort
- Laser marked scaled for precision adjustments
- Works with offset blades
- Sharpens 2, 3, and 4 blade heads
- Sharpens both fixed & mechanical broadheads
- Premium diamond coated sharpening surfaces
- Two Independently Micro-Adjustable Stones
- Laser marked scaled for precision adjustments
- Double pin housings. Will fit the Spark, Single pin and Universal Mounts
- Protect your Spot-Hogg sights.
- Weather proof sight tapes designed specifically for the Hogg Mobb sights.

**NEW! SIGHT TAPES**

Weather Proof sight tapes designed specifically for the Hogg Mobb sights.

**ACCESSORIES**

- **DROP MOUNT**
  - A specially designed bracket for bows that have trouble getting their sight out enough. Due to being adjustable, you may find it necessary to lower your entire sight. Can be used to lower or raise sight 1½”.

- **FRIDAY NIGHT DELIGHT**
  - Designed with the hunter in mind; this release has all the great features of the SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL, with an open jaw to suit in fast and easy release attachment. The moment of truth. New hunters can take advantage of the accuracy of a hand held release aid, without the hassle of trying to use their target release in the field.

  **FEATURES**
  - Thumb-conformable handle
  - Drop mount for quick, easy removal

- **BLOODY BUDDY**
  - The ultimate tool to mark home and sharpest broadheads available.
  - The BLOODY BUDDY employs two independently micro-adjustable sharpening diamonds and features a robust design. Each stone is micro-adjusted to help precision and allows you to find the exact blade angle for your perfectionist broadhead.

- **LASER ALIGNER**
  - The SPARK’s industry-first high-intensity laser maintained angle is designed specifically for precision shooting.
  - In addition to the 10-32 Universal Mount, or the Solid Hogg Mobb mount.

- **SPARK**
  - A Laser Light System designed specifically for precision shooting.
  - Features include a 10-32 Universal Mount, or the Solid Hogg Mobb mount.
  - The SPARK’s industry-first high-intensity laser maintained angle is designed specifically for precision shooting.

- **NEW! SIGHT TAPES**
  - Weather Proof sight tapes designed specifically for the Hogg Mobb sights.
VERIFIERS

WE'VE GOT THE ANSWER FOR YOU!

If you have trouble with blurry sight pins, a verifier could be the solution you’ve been looking for. A verifier is a lens installed in the peep that will allow you to see the sight pins more clearly. The verifier works similar to reading glasses designed to help archers who have difficulty seeing well at close distances.

• Verification sharpens the sight picture so the pins are easy to see.
• Peep Reducer Included with Peep System.
• #750 Verifiers fit the 1/8" & 1/4" Specialty Archery Peeps. 1/4" peeps require the use of a Reducer to use with our 1/8" Verifiers.
• #7 Verifiers fit the 1/8" Peeps.
• Peep Reducers Included with Peep System.

VERIFIER SIZES:
#4 Verifier 1.00 or weaker reading glasses
#5 Verifier 1.25 reading glasses
#6 Verifier 1.25-1.75 reading glasses
#7 Verifier 1.75-2.00 reading glasses
#8 Verifier 2.00-2.50 reading glasses
#9 Verifier 2.50 or higher reading glasses

Stop missing because you can’t see. Give a verifier a try and reclaim lost accuracy with clearer aiming.

SAFARI TARGETS

Safari shoots have a little something for everybody using real life images, combined with NFAA standard scoring rings and distances, these targets provide an enjoyable experience for both hunters and target archers alike.

• Standard scoring rings in line with NFAA for specified distance.
• Clear and consistent scoring rings speed up scoring and minimize debate over score.
• Targets come with vivid orange aiming dots, eliminating the need to paint.
• No need to repair targets, affordability makes these targets disposable and easy to replace once shot out.
• Minimal storage space required.
• 28 different animals designed to cover a complete NFAA field round.

TARGETS CAN BE SOLD INDIVIDUALLY OR IN SETS. CONTACT US AT 888.302.7768 FOR PRICING.

ORDER DIRECT FROM SPOT HOGG // TOLL FREE: 888.302.7768
Here’s an easy way to add some extra flare to your archery set up whether you’re shooting indoor, at the 3D range or simply sitting in camp. You’ll definitely make a statement when you arrive wearing the newest look from Spot-Hogg.

BRANDED APPAREL

S H O P O U R B R A N D E D G E A R WWW.SPOT-HOGG.COM

BRANDED HOODIES

COTTON HOODIE

Designed specifically for shooting, this shirt allows good air flow and is comfortable both on and off the range. Smooth Polyester design allows good movement and is light as a feather. Available in both men & women sizes. S-XXXL

CAMO HOODIE

• Performance Hoodie
• 100% Polyester Moisture Management Fabric
• Paneled Shoulder for Maximum Movement
• Front Pouch Pockets with Hook and Loop Closures, Key Pocket with Headset Opening.

Sizes Available: S-XXXL

BRANDED SHIRTS

COTTON T-SHIRTS

Cotton, Long and Short Sleeve Tees. White or Black with full color or one color designs. Unisex. S-XXXL

YOUTH Black Full Color Tees. Unisex. S-XL

BRANDED 50/50 T-SHIRTS

50% preshrunk cotton/50% dryblend polyester, moisture wicking performance. Unisex. S-XXXL

BRANDED MESH HATS

Mesh Hat

Camo Hats

Growler

LOGO DECAL

SHOOTING SHIRT

Designed specifically for shooting this shirt allows good air flow and is comfortable both on and off the range. Smooth Polyester design allows good movement and is light as a feather. Available in both men & women sizes. S-XXXL

S H O P O U R B R A N D E D G E A R WWW.SPOT-HOGG.COM
We're proud of the fact that we communicate with shooters of all kinds. Whether you're a top target archer looking for tips and tactics or a beginning bowhunter who's checking out some trophy photos—our website, blogs, and social media platforms are the place to be. When it comes to Spot Hogg - information is always abound. Our Facebook & Instagram pages are always rocking, and our website is loaded with information on how to make you a better shooter and bowhunter. If you've got some pictures to share, we would love to see them. Be sure to stay connected.

SPOT HOGG SUCCESS!

FACEBOOK.COM/SPOTHOG

CONNECT WITH US!

@SPOTHOGARCHERY